
We’ll Help You Stay Connected.

  You Want to  
[Be Involved with Your Alma Mater.]

Arizona College of Osteopathic Medicine (AZCOM) graduates 
spend four years as students and the rest of their lives as alumni. The 
College proudly offers countless opportunities for involvement—
with current students, your former classmates, your friends, and 
your alma mater. Choose from the many options below that best suit 
your AZCOM spirit. 

For more information on opportunities, 
visit www.midwestern.edu/alumni 
or email azalumni@midwestern.edu.

OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI RELATIONS
19555 NORTH 59TH AVENUE | GLENDALE, ARIZONA 85308



FOR MOR E I N FOR M ATION:
call 623.572.3780 
visit www.midwestern.edu/alumni 
or email azalumni@midwestern.edu

OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI RELATIONS
19555 NORTH 59TH AVENUE | GLENDALE, ARIZONA 85308

Midwestern University | Arizona College of Osteopathic Medicine (azcom)

Alumni Involvement Opportunities

ADMISSIONS INTERVIEWS: The time commitment is about five hours per interview session, and alumni may volunteer for 
as few as one session (a single half-day) to as many as 10 half-days per year. About six 30-minute interviews are required on each 
interview day, and interviewers are required to enter computerized notes into our admissions system on the day they interview. 

MENTORING STUDENTS: The time commitment varies, but is likely about one hour per month of e-mailing and telephoning 
mentees from AZCOM who are interested in the alumnus’ specialty. 

CLUB ADVISING: Our campus clubs are always looking for physicians to speak at club meetings, to serve as club advisors, and to 
serve as mentors in early clinical experiences.

H.O.M.E. PROGRAM: The Health Outreach through Medicine and Education (H.O.M.E.) program is an entirely student-run 
organization whose mission is to improve the health of homeless individuals in the greater Phoenix area while educating healthcare 
students about patient care and examinations. H.O.M.E. continues to rely on volunteer preceptors from the community. The time 
commitment is three hours per week, and H.O.M.E. volunteer professionals can qualify for CME category 2-B credit. 

Several academic and teaching opportunities are administered by the Office of the Dean. If you are 
interested in applying for these positions, we can put you in touch with them.

PRECEPTING: Clinical preceptors for our third- and fourth-year students are one of our biggest needs. In this position, a 
physician takes one student per month into her or his practice to do bedside teaching. While physicians are permitted to take just one 
student, we encourage physicians to take six or more students per year after they have tried teaching in their office. If the physician 
takes six or more students per year, this is a paid position. CME category 1-B credit may be available. 

CLINICAL LECTURES: Physicians may lecture at a local hospital or on campus to students in clinical rotations; usually these are 
two- to three-hour lectures that are a part of our didactic clinical curriculum in the third year. Each hour of lecture generally requires 
two  to three hours of preparation. Under some circumstances, this is a paid position. These lectures are usually during weekdays. 
CME category 1-A credit may be available.

ADJUNCT FACULTY:

Introduction to Clinical Medicine Course: Teach first-year students how to do a head-to-toe exam.

Observed Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCE): The observing faculty will watch a student perform a 
history and physical examination from one of the computers in the observation area in the Clinical Skills Center and evaluate 
the student’s performance. This activity occurs two or three times a year. 

Grading SOAP Notes: After every OSCE encounter, students write eSOAP notes, which are then graded electronically. Graders 
may grade them from their homes or on campus. This activity occurs three times a year when students perform OSCE encounters 
as part of their third-year requirements.  

Workshops: In this once-a-year activity, second-year students are taught Cryo and cautery on hotdogs, doing shave and elliptical 
excisions, bunch biopsies, tie suturing, and other critical training.


